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Abstract 

Combined gravimetrical and geostatistical methods are used to investigate the near 

surface geological structures in Abeche-Chad region. The results show that, the area 

consists of heavy structures correlated to granite massif of Ouddai materials, and to 

lightweight structures matched to Abeche and Oumhadjer sedimentary structures. 
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Introduction 

The kriging gravity data from scattered gravity field are used to investigate spatial variation of 

density field anomalies in Abeche region. The gravity field signal obtained is separated into 

residual and regional   causatives source with the aim to identify heavy and lightweight near 

surface structures (Mechler, 1982, Njandjock Nouck, 2004, Njandjock Nouck et al., 2006, Oyoa 

et al., 2012). The second objective of this paper is to present and correlate these anomalies to 

know geological structures. For this, very deep regional anomalies will not be presented 

Materials and Methods 

Presentation of the study Area 

The study area stretches from latitude 13
o
N to 15°N and from longitude 19°E to 22°E (fig.1) 

(Abadie, 1957, Pais, 1960). It can be divided into two different sets: The Ouaddaï massive and 

piedmont plains of recent sedimentary formation. Two main groups of rocks are found in the 

Ouaddaï massive: granites and sedimentary series in the inner massive. In the granite massifs, 

main rocks are granites derived from alkaline porphyritic. Gneiss and mica are also found 

sometime (Tixier et al., 1964, Bouteyre, 1964, Louis, P., 1970). Micro-granites moods posterior 

to granite form outcrop peak oriented along in three main directions: South-East, North-West, 

and South-West. These moods give very rough terrain.  

Sedimentary series are of a paramount importance in the inner of the massif. Here, soils are 

erratic and thin because of the intense erosion. Piedmont plains of recent sedimentary formations 

are largely dominant in the west part of the massive where granitic bulges are rare and form 

inselbergs that match the sandy surrounding the rock. The granito-gneissic substrata are still 

relatively close to the surface and outcrops in many places in the “regs” (clay and sandy gravel 

series)( Genik, 1992,) 

Gravity data 

The data used for this survey are from campaigns led by ORSTOM in 1968 in order to put up the 

Bouguer anomaly map (Fig. 2). Gravimetric method is to measure the value of g(x,y,z) at 

different points on the surface of the earth. The gravity measurements made at different points 

covering the study area are not directly practical. They are usually influenced by number of 

factors that make up undesirable noise. This adverse noise should first be extracted from the 

gravity signal before dressing the Bouguer anomaly maps. Among the corrections to be done are: 

latitude correction, correction of Faye, Bouguer correction, the topographic correction, and 

moon-sun correction moon-sun correction. 

Bouguer gravity at the station is obtained by the relation: (B(x, y, 0)=B(x, y)). 
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B(x,y) = G(x,y) -   G0(x,y)  +  C1(x,y)  +  C2(x,y) + T(x,y)         (1)                                                       

Where G (x,y)  is the theoretical gravity value using the gravimeter, G0 the theoretical value of 

gravity on the reference ellipsoid.  

G0 = 978031.8 [1 + 0.0053024 sin ² (θ) + 0.0000059 sin ² (2θ)] in mgal                              

(2) 

The constant 978,031.8 incorporates a correction of g made to the Equator compared to the 

absolute value measured at Potsdam. 

            C1(x,y) = 0.3086 hmgal: correction of Faye; 

            C2(x,y) =  -2πGdh (mgal / m): correction of Bouguer; 

            T (x,y) = topographic correction.  

This anomaly is only due to the unequal distribution of densities of rocks in the soil. His study 

will allow the identification of geological structures that are interpreted as profiles or iso-line 

gravimetric contours. Gravity data from the field can assess either iso-normales curves or 

contours iso-line maps. Both types of grids are support for the interpretation of gravity data. By 

associating the geological maps to other geophysical data, we can then proceed to the correlation 

of geological structures. 

Geostatistical method 

The variogram is based on the assumption of the second order stationarity (Matheron, 1973, 

Wiener, 1949).  It means that the configurations of two points, which are identical by translation, 

are considered statistically equivalent (mean and identical variances). Thus, the value of the 

variogram depends only on the distance between two points regardless of their position within 

the field. 

In practice, only experimental variogram  is c γ  (h) is calculated from observations: 

 γ�h� � �
��	∑ ����� � ��� � ���� ��    

   (3)                                                                                                     

  Where γe (h) is the estimated variogram and N (h) value is the number of pairs of points. 
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���� � � �1 � exp ��3 �
��� � �                                               exponential model                                     

(4) 

���� � � !1 � exp "�3 �����#$ � �                                         gaussian model                                    

( 5)               ���� � %� !1,5 ���� � 0,5 ����)$ � �   +, 0 - � - .
� � �                             +, � / . 0                spherical model                                     

(6)       

���� � %� !�12 ���� � 1
3 ����) � )

2 ����1$ � �     +, � - .
� � �                                      +, � / . 0             penta-spherical model                                

(7) 

The description of a variogram model is based on the quantification of several identified 

parameters. The Length denoted by (a) corresponds to the distance where the correlation 

between observations becomes zero. At this distance, the variogram reaches the level σ ² which 

is the sum of the nugget effect C0 and variance C of the random variable. The nugget effect 

comes from various sources such as measurement errors, the presence of a microstructure 

smaller than the size of the sample and / or the presence of a microstructure associated with a 

short-range scope that the distance between the two closes tobservations 

 

RMSE � �
N9∑ :γ;<=> � γ;?@éB�C;��  DEFG � 9∑ �γ;<=> � γ;?@<H�����                                                                                          

(8) 

γiexpγ;<=>: Experimental variogram 

γitheo: Theoretical variogram 

Kriging is an unbiased tool of linear interpolation of means able to provide a minimum 

assessment variance. This is the reason of is typical definition: BLUE or Best Linear Unbiased 

Estimator. It is a direct approach with a unique solution. Proceed by step to 

determine the system of ordinary kriging (Chilès et al., 1999). The linear estimator allows to 

determining an estimated value z *: 

�I��J� � ∑ K��� ����                                             (9)                                                                                    
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  (Where λi K represents the kriging weights, zi the random variable at point i and n is the 

number of measurement points. The system of ordinary kriging is: 

L∑ KM�:�, �MB � N � ��� , �J�                  + � 1,2,3… . . R�M�� ∑ KM�M�� � 1 0                         (10)                                          

That is the non-bias condition. 

Result and Discussion 

1) Bouguer anomalies map 

The experimental variogram is calculated from the formula 3. The cloud points of the variogram 

function of the pitch allowed us to adjust the experimental model (Fig 3). The theoretical models 

were plotted and results have been assembled in Table 1. The parameters of the variogram 

obtained are: a = 150, C = 520, Co = 10. After superimposed these (five) theoretical models with 

the experimental one (fig 3: a) and calculating the RMSE of each model (Table 2), it appears that 

the spherical model (fig 3: c) is the most appropriate because of the thinness of its random mean 

square root. According to all these preliminary results, the regular grid data of Bouguer anomaliy 

have been generated using the kriging equations (9, 10 and 11). The Bouguer anomalies maps 

(fig 4: a, b, c and d) have been established using the spherical, the exponential, the penta 

spherical and the Gaussian variograms respectively. Base on the RMSE (equation 8) results, the 

figure 4 was transformed into figure 5 as the suitable Bouguer anomalies map. On this new map, 

we note that: 

-  Anomalies are all negative, confirming that the study area is on the mainland and not the sea;  

- A family of abnormal values ranged from -52 to -65 mgal, which are located in areas of 

Oumhadjer;  

- A family of abnormal values ranged from -64 to -75 mgal were observed in the Abeche area 

and from -52 to -73 in Biltine. The values of the Bouguer anomaly observed in the Abeche 

region are associated with granite of Waddai massive made of gneiss and syenite, and an old 

sandy sedimentary sequence within the massive ORTOM, 1967.  

2) Residual anomalies maps 

The Bouguer anomaly map generally  shows the superposition of the effects due to residual and 

regional sources (Mechler, 1982, Njandjock Nouck, 2004, Njandjock Nouck et al., 2006). 
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Residual sources were investigated to study the near surface anomalies. For this reason, the 

residual anomaly maps of degree N = 1, 2 and 3 were obtained with the polynomial method and 

by calculating and modeling  for each degree, the suitable variograms. Base on the equation 8 

and the data of table 2, the spherical model variogram appears to be the appropriated to plot the 

first, the second and the third order residual anomaly maps (figures 6, 7, 8 and 9). These three 

new residuals maps (figure 9) illustrate two negatives anomalies wich are correlated at the 

sedimentaries structures from West Abeche and Oumhadjer respectively. Also, these maps 

illustrate without equivocal a positive anomaly South-East correlated at the Ouddai massif and 

from West into the Haraz zone corresponding at the granitic massif (Wacrenie et al., 1957, 

Wacrenie, 1959, Louis 1970).                                          

Conclusion 

Gravity data combined with geostatistical method have been used to establish new Bouguer and 

new, residual maps in the Abeche area. For this, different variogram was, calculated, smoothed 

and modeled (minimum mean square error). These maps show two positive anomalies in the East 

and the West regions and two negative anomalies in the East of Abeche and Oumhadjer 

localities. Some of these anomalies presente correlation with known sedimentary and granitic 

gneiss series and should be approved by other geophysical methods.  
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 Figure 1 : Location map of the study area          Figure 2 : Map of Bouguer data distribution 

 
 

 

     Figure 3: a) Experimental variogram of Bouguer anomaly   ,b)  Analytical model of 

variograms of Bouguer anomaly , c)spherical and experimental variograms of Bouguer anomaly                                                 
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 Figure 4: Gravimetric map (a, b, c, d) respectively obtained with the Spherical, Exponential, 

Penta-spherical and Gaussian variograms.  

 

                  Figure 5: Gravimetric map of Abeche with krigging methods 
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Figure 6:a) Experimental variogram of residual 1 anomaly ,b) Analytical model of variogram of 

residual 1 anomaly ,c)spherical and experimental   variogram of residual 1 anomaly 

 

 
 

Figure 7:a) Experimental variogram of residual 2 anomaly,b) Analytical model of variograms of 

residual 2 anomaly , c)spherical and experimental variograms of residual 2 anomaly 
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   Figure 8:a) Experimental variogram of residual 3 anomaly,b) Analytical model of variograms 

of residual 3 anomaly  , c)spherical and experimental variograms of third order residual  anomaly 

 

 

Figure 9: Selected residual map of degree 1, 2, 3 (a, b, c) respectively. 
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Tableau1: result of experimental and theoretical variograms 

 

distance experimental 

variogram  

spheric Gaussian expomential Gravimetric penta spheric 

8,93 60,79 56,38 68,37 40,05 10,91 9,84 

19,07 110,23 108,62 126,74 72,07 14,15 9,66 

25,03 140,11 138,94 157,55 89,91 17,09 9,56 

30,92 170,032 168,50 185,68 106,86 20,70 9,46 

42,98 220,68 227,37 236,82 139,55 30,11 9,25 

53,04 260,44 274,31 273,62 164,87 39,74 9,08 

61,054 300,8 309,94 299,60 183,87 48,36 8,94 

70,98 345,99 351,54 328,16 206,03 59,96 8,76 

81,02 375,38 390,33 353,45 227,0 72,47 8,59 

92,99 419,07 431,60 379,50 250,25 88,037 8,38 

107,01 460,03 472,05 405,16 275,21 106,68 8,14 

122,97 515,17 506,19 429,09 300,92 127,86 7,86 

132,98 524,62 520,33 441,69 315,71 140,89 7,69 

146,97 525,65 529,68 456,72 334,79 158,57 7,45 

156,99 525,2 529,68 465,88 347,418 170,76 7,27 

185,99 527,14 529,68 486,44 379,51 203,551 6,77 

195,5 528,95 529,68 491,63 388,75 213,468 6,61 

210 529,5 529,68 498,37 401,76 227,75 6,36 

 

 

Tableau 2:  RMSE values obtained with different variograms. 

 

Experimental variogram Spheric  Gaussian  Exponential  Gravimetric Linear Penta-

spheric 

RMSE (Bouguer    

anomalies)  

6,90 39,64 65,63 111,31 - 167,83 

RMSE (residual 1 anomalies ) 9,07 25,55 37,21 60,42 - 17,85 

RMSE (residual 2 anomalies ) 8,75 21,25 12,80 46,30 - 15,70 

RMSE (residual 3 anomalies ) 4,13 15,00 19,98 58,32 - 15,45 
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